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Abstract 
We present in this paper a peptide matching approach to the multiple comparison of a set of 
protein sequences. This approach consists in looking for all the words that are common to 4 of 
these sequences, where CJ is a parameter. 
The comparison between words is done by using as reference an object called a model. In the 
case of proteins, a model is a product of subsets of the alphabet C of the amino acids. These 
subsets belong to a cover of C, that is, their union covers all of C. A word is said to be an 
instance of a model if it belongs to the model. 
A further flexibility is introduced in the comparison by allowing for up to e errors in the 
comparison between a word and a model. These errors may concern gaps or substitutions not 
allowed by the cover. A word is said to be this time an occurrence of a model if the Levenshtein 
distance between it and an instance of the model is inferior or equal to e. This corresponds to 
what we call a Set-Levenshtein distance between the occurrences and the model itself. Two 
words are said to be similar if there is at least one model of which both are occurrences. In the 
special case where e = 0, the occurrences of a model are simply its instances. If a model A4 
has occurrences in at least q of the sequences of the set, A4 is said to occur in the set. 
The algorithm presented here is an efficient and exact way of looking for all the models, of 
a fixed length k or of the greatest possible length k,,,, that occur in a set of sequences. It is 
linear in the total length n of the sequences and proportional to (e + 2)(2e + 1)/F+’ pet’ gk where 
k <n is a small value in all practical situations, p is the number of sets in the cover and y is 
related to the latter’s degree of nontransitivity. 
Models are closely related to what is called a consensus in the biocomputing area, and covers 
are a good way of representing complex relationships between the amino acids. 
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1. Introduction 
The comparison of more than two sequences at the same time is a very important 
problem in molecular biology. It is also a hard one that presents many difficulties, the 
first of which is deciding how to define the concept of multiple comparison. A natural 
way to proceed is to start from a well-established measure of pairwise comparison - 
either a distance or a similarity score - and to extend it to the case of a multiple 
comparison. For instance, the score of a multiple-sequence alignment can be defined 
as the sum of the scores of all projected pairwise alignments (Sum-of-the-Pairs [6,3]), 
or as the sum of the projected pair-wise alignment score associated with each edge of 
an evolutionary tree (Sum according to a tree [23,24]). In each case, a function of 
similarity is defined, and an optimal alignment is one which minimizes this function. 
Dynamic programming for instance is an algorithm that, in the special case of two se- 
quences, provides an optimal solution in reasonable time and space. For more than two 
sequences, exhaustive algorithms become rapidly impracticable and various heuristics 
have been proposed [7,18]. One of these introduces the concept of a Center Star [l l] 
and the score of a multiple alignment in this case is defined as the sum of the distances 
of all pairwise alignments of the sequences in the set with another sequence (the Center 
Star) that may or may not be itself present in this set. The Center Star represents then 
the sequence that is ‘closest’ in a certain sense to all the others. This concept is related 
to what is called a consensus or a gravity center [30] in the biocomputing area. 
Another difficulty with the problem of a multiple comparison concerns the nature 
of the comparison itself, whether it is performed globally or locally. In this paper we 
adopt a local approach that is also called peptide matching or block searching, where 
a block is an array of aligned individual sequence segments that are usually, but not 
necessarily, all of the same length [12, 13,201. In this case, the definition of multiple 
rests on the comparison of the segments of a block. This comparison can be seen once 
again as an extension of a pairwise comparison and the same functions of similarity 
given above can be used locally to define the score of a block. In particular, they may 
imply a simplified Sum-of-the-Pairs scoring system (often with no gaps allowed [25]) 
or, alternatively, the sum of the distances of all segments in a block against another 
segment (this is akin to a Center Star scoring). This is the method we choose and 
we call model the reference segment. In a general way, a model is then an object 
against which all the elements of a block are compared. For instance, a model can 
be a word over the alphabet of amino acids (i.e., it is a peptide) and a block is then 
composed of segments related to this word (e.g. identical or similar in a certain way to 
it). 
It is not realistic though, when working with protein sequences, to work with models 
that are words and look for blocks composed of segments identical to these models. 
Some flexibility is necessary and it is introduced in this paper at two different levels. 
One concerns the definition of a model and the second the definition of the segments 
composing a block, that is the definition of similarity between these segments and a 
given model. 
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As concerns the models, they are no longer defined as words but as subsets of 
the alphabet of amino acids. Indeed, a classical approach to introducing flexibility 
in sequence comparisons consists in grouping these amino acids into classes. More 
formally, an equivalence relation E is defined over the alphabet C of amino acids 
and each class of E constitutes then a new symbol of a reduced alphabet [14]. This 
approach can be extended to the case of a reflexive, symmetric but not necessarily 
transitive relation R over C. R thus expresses a similarity relation between the amino 
acids and can be obtained, for example, by setting a threshold on a numerical matrix 
such as Dayhoff s PAM250 [9]. This idea of a relation between the amino acids was 
independently used by Cobbs [8] and in a slightly different way by Brutlag [5] for 
pairwise comparisons, and by Soldano [26] for multiple comparisons. In this latter 
case, the authors use the concept of maximal cliques of R as an extension of the 
classes of E. However their definition of similarity is based on a single relation on C 
that may be insufficient to capture complex relationships between the amino acids. For 
instance, no single relation can faithfully preserve the web of such relationships present 
in Taylor’s diagram [27]. The problem would become even more acute should one 
wish to compare proteins at various levels of the molecules structures simultaneously 
(primary, secondary and super-secondary). The most natural way of modeling these 
complex relationships is by using a number of subsets of the alphabet with the condition 
that they cover all of C. A model as introduced here is then a product of these sets. 
Obviously such objects are external to the sequences. 
Concerning now the segments composing a block, we progressively introduce two 
relations between them and the models. In the first and simpler case, a word is related 
to a model if the symbol at each position in the word belongs to the subset located 
at the same position in the model; in other words, if the word belongs to the model. 
We call such words instances of the model. This definition however does not allow 
for errors. Therefore a second and more general relation is proposed that authorizes 
errors by introducing a special form of the Levenshtein distance between words and 
models called a Set-Levenshtein distance, A word is said to be this time an occurrence 
of a model if the Levenshtein distance between it and one of the instances of the 
model is inferior or equal to e. This corresponds to a unit cost weighting of errors 
but observe that the substitutions are counted here against sets of amino acids instead 
of against single residues. As for using a unit cost weighting for gaps, that is quite 
appropriate when dealing with multiple, local comparisons (see Altschul [2] who differs 
from us only in the manner of counting such events). More complicated gap weighting 
functions like affine or concave are in general reserved for global comparisons and 
there has been no real theory to assist the selection of the parameters to be used [4], 
specially in the case of a multiple comparison. 
Given now the definition of a model based on a cover of the alphabet and of a 
block of similar words using a special form of the Levenshtein distance, a brute-force 
approach to comparing a set of sequences consists in generating all possible models 
and in looking in the sequences for the words that are similar to each one of them. 
This is of course extremely inefficient for long models. The purpose of this paper 
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is therefore to present algorithms that achieve the same goal without exploring the 
whole search space. The algorithm with no errors is called Poivre. Its time complexity 
is O(ngkk) where n is the sum of the lengths of the sequences, k is either a fixed 
length or that of the longest possible model and g is a characteristic of the subsets of 
the alphabet and is in general quite small. Poivre’s space complexity is O(nk). The 
algorithm introducing errors and a special form of the Levenshtein distance is called 
LePoivre. Its time complexity is O(n(e+2)(2e+ l)kefl peflgk) where p is the number 
of sets in the cover, e is the number of errors allowed (mismatches and gaps) and the 
other variables are as before. Its space complexity is O(nk(2e + 1)). 
Let us observe finally that identifying blocks of similarity in a set of sequences may 
be seen as an end in itself allowing for the identification of biological functional or 
structural features, or it can be viewed as a first step in a multiple alignment program. 
In this paper, we concern ourselves only with localizing the blocks and merely suggest 
in the conclusion how to deal with the multiple alignement problem. 
Section 2 formally establishes the problem. Section 3 presents Poivre. Section 4 
describes LePoivre and two variants. Finally, results concerning the performance of 
both algorithms on biological sequences are given in the appendix. 
2. Statement of the problem 
Definition 2.1. Given an alphabet C, a cover of C is a set of subsets Si,&, . . . , S, of 
C such that 
il Si = Z. 
i=l 
In some practical cases, one may wish to add the further condition that none of the 
subsets Si be included in another. 
Of course, classes and maximal cliques of a given relation R established on C are 
just special cases of subsets of a cover. 
To our knowledge, objects called models, or that are very closely related to models, 
were initially introduced by Waterman [29] in the analysis of nucleic acid sequences 
and employed by Gascuel [lo] in the more specialized area of pattern recognition and 
machine learning. In a sense similar to the one given here, models were first presented 
in a recent paper where they were defined as words over the alphabet [21]. That 
definition was analogous to the one used by Waterman and was therefore appropriate for 
comparing nucleic acid sequences only (since there exists no special relation between 
the symbols). It is not useful for protein sequences. In this case, we have to give a 
new definition of a model based on sets. 
Let C = {St,&, . . ..S.} be a cover of C. 
Definition 2.2. A model M of length k is an element of Ck. We note IMI the length 
of M. 
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Notation 2.1. Given u = ur . . .uk E zk and a model M = ki’j . . .I’& E Ck, we say 
that u is an instance of A4 if, for all i E { 1,. .,k}, ui E Mi. 
In other words, u is an instance of A4 if u E M. 
Notation 2.2. Given u E C* and a model M = Ml . .k$ E Ck, we call SL-distance 
between u and M, noted dSL(u,M), the minimum number of substitutions, deletions 
and insertions that is necessary to convert u into an instance of M (SL stands for 
Set-Levenshtein). 
Example 2.1. See Fig. 1. 
Definition 2.3. Given an integer e and a model M, M is said to be SL-present in s 
at location i if there exists at least one word u starting at that position in s such that 
dsL(u, M) 6 e. We call u an SL-image of M. 
Let d, + dd + d; = dsL(u,M) where d,, dd and di are the number of substitu- 
tions, deletions and insertions, respectively, between u and a nearest instance of M (by 
LetC=(A,C,D,E,F,G,H,I,K,L,M,N,P,Q,R,S,T,V,W,Y),e=l,q= 
100% and C be the following cover of C: 
Sl = {I, L, v, M} 
5 = {A, G, S, C, T} 
S3 = {K&H) 
S4 = {K, R} 
S5 = W,W,F,W 
& = {Y, W, F} 
S7 = {D,E} 
& = {Q,Nl 
s9 = {P} 
SlO = {C) 
Sll = {W) 
Given the following four sequences: 
sl = VMGPIKDMVHITHGPIGCSFYTWGGRRFKSKPENGTGLNFNEY 
VFSTDMQESDIVFGGVN, 




s4 = MKLAHWMYAGPAHIGTLRVASSFKNVHAIMHAPLGDDYFNVMR 
SMLERERNFTPATASIV, 
the longest models found in all four sequences are: 
~1~3&&s5s2s9&& 
at positions 9 (with 1 mismatch), 18 (with 1 mismatch), 23 (twice, with 1 
mismatch and with 1 deletion) and 26 (with 1 insertion) respectively, and: 
Sl s3 & Sl s3 sz S9Sl sz 
at positions 9 (with 1 mismatch), 18 (with 1 mismatch), 23 (twice, with 1 
mismatch and with 1 deletion) and 26 (with 1 insertion) respectively. 
Fig. 1. Example of models and occurrences. 
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Let C = {X, Y, Z}, e = 1, and C be the cover of C defined by: C = 
t {XI? {YI7 {ZII. 
Given the following model: 
M = {XHYHZHXHYHZI 
then the word u = XZXYZ is an SL-image of M with one deletion (first Y) 
and the word v = XYZXYYZ is an SL-image of M with one insertion (second 
Y). According to definition 2.3, the two occurrences are noted (1, 0, 1,O) and 
(1 , 0, 0,l) respectively. 
Fig. 2. Convention for noting the number of deletions and insertions. 
convention, we note dd and dip respectively, the number of deletions and insertions 
performed on u - see Fig. 2). Observe that this decomposition may not be unique. We 
say that (i, d,,dd,di) is an SL-occurrence of M in s and we have 1 u 1 = 1 A4 1 -dd+di. 
Finally, we note Z(M) the set of all %-occurrences of A4 in s, that is 
Z(M) = {(i,d,,dd,di) 1 d = d, + dd + di is a &distance and d<e}. 
A model may be SL-present in s at location i more than once, with different SL- 
images. It could even be present for the same image u with different SL-occurrences. 
Observe also that the relation that is established between a model and its images 
induces a relation between the images themselves, that is between the words of s, since 
the Levenshtein distance between any two of them is at most 2e. 
The cover problem. Given an alphabet C, a set {sl, ~2,. . . , sN} of sequences over C, 
that is of elements of C*, a cover C over C, a constant e and another constant q 
between 2 and N that is called the quorum constraint, the problems that the algorithms 
in this paper are able to solve are: 
1. find all models M E Ck that are SL-present in at least q of the sequences of 
the set; 
2. find the greatest length k,, for which there exists at least one model M E CkmaX 
that is SL-present in at least q of the sequences of the set, and solve problem 1 for 
k = k,,,. 
Example 2.2. See Fig. 1. 
We start by presenting the algorithm for the special case where e = 0, that is, where 
no errors are allowed and the occurrences of a model are in fact its instances. Then 
we present the algorithm for the general case where up to e > 0 errors are authorized. 
We call the first algorithm Poivre and the latter one LePoivre. 
Let us observe finally that looking for models SL-present in at least q of the se- 
quences of the set {s 1, ~2, . . . ,sN} can be done by searching for the models SL-present 
at least q times in the string s = ~1~2.. SN E C*, with a constraint imposed on the 
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positions of the occurrences of each model so that there are at least q of them that 
correspond to different sequences of the set. 
3. Poivre 
3.1. Main idea of the algorithm 
Poivre (and LePoivre) were initially inspired by an earlier, classical algorithm for 
finding all exact repetitions in a string. That algorithm, which we call KMR, was 
elaborated in 1972 by Karp et al. [15] and was based on a partitioning technique [l] 
of sets of positions in a sequence. Algorithms that were different extensions of KMR 
fulfilling other purposes were presented in previous papers [21,22,26]. 
KMR’s principle for finding all exact repetitions of a length 2k in a string s is based 
on the idea that these repetitions can be decomposed into two juxtaposed repetitions 
of length k. 
In a likewise manner, Poivre’s principle for finding all the models of length k that 
are SL-present in a string s is based on an iterative construction of these models from 
those of a smaller length. 
This construction can proceed by doubling the length of the models at each step 
in the same way as the length of the exact repetitions were doubled in KMR. This 
comes from the fact that the set of occurrences of a model M = Ml& with IA4 = 
2 x IMi 1 = 2 x IM2 I = 2k is the set of occurrences of Ml whose images are juxtaposed 
with at least one image of I&. In this case, we need to obtain and stock all the sets of 
occurrences of the models of length k SL-present in at least q of the sequences before 
we can construct the models of length 2k. This approach corresponds to a breadth-first 
exploration of the search tree of all models, where not all levels are visited. At each 
step a lot of pruning may be realized, so we do not really need to traverse the whole 
tree. This comes from the fact that if a model M’ of length k does not occur in more 
than q of the sequences, no model M of length 2k having M’ as a prefix can itself 
occur in more than q sequences. The branch of the tree leading to M’ can therefore 
be cut. 
However, if errors are allowed, this approach can consume a lot of memory in the 
earlier stages of the exploration when almost all models occur at almost all positions 
(when e = 0, such problem does not arise since there cannot be more than nyk models 
of length k, and no more than n if g = 1, i.e. if C = {{A} 1 A E C} which corresponds 
to the case treated by KMR). 
A second, more space-parsimonious approach to constructing such models is to tra- 
verse the first level of the search tree of models and then realize a depth-first exploration 
of the rest of the tree, again with possible pruning along the way. Indeed, if instead 
of doubling the length of the models at each step, we extend each model separately to 
the right by just one unit at a time, then all we need to obtain the set of occurrences 
of a model A4 are the set of occurrences of the model M’ of length IMI - 1 that is its 
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prefix, together with the set of occurrences of the model of length 1 that is its suffix. 
In terms of memory then, all we need to stock at any time are the sets of occurrences 
of all models of length 1 together with the sets of occurrences of all the models that 
are prefixes of M. 
Since the time complexity of both methods of construction varies only in that a 
log k factor for the first approach is changed into a k factor for the second, it is this 
second method more appropriate for the case at hand that we adopt. Indeed, in most 
practical applications, k G n and is generally small (typically around 10). 
3.2. Algorithm 
We start by presenting the Poivre algorithm. Before we show the lemma on which 
it rests, we introduce a simplified notation for the SL-occurrences of a model when 
e = 0. 
Notation 3.1. Given a string s and a model M, if (i, d,,dd,di) is an SL-occurrence of 
M in s such that d, = dd = d; = 0, then we note it simply by: i E SL(M). 
Let s be a string of length n. Let M,M, ,Mz be three models such that M = M,Mz 
and i E {l,..., IZ - IMI + 1) a position in s. Then the following lemma is valid. 
Lemma 3.1. 
i E SL(M =MlM2) e i E SL(Ml),(i+ IMII) E SL(M2). 
This lemma gives a constructive property to build SL(M) from SL(Ml) and SL(M2). 
Notation 3.2. Given SL(M) a set of SL-occurrences, we note: 
(SL(M))_b = {i I i + b E SL(M)}. 
This is simply the set obtained from SL(M) by subtracting b from each i in SL(M). 
Proposition 3.1. SL(M) = SL(Ml ) fl SL(M~)_IM, 1. 
The proofs for the lemma and proposition are immediate and are therefore omitted. 
They allow us to build the models present at least q times in s in an iterative way (that 
is, by increasing lengths). A general idea of how this is actually done to solve the first 
of the problems presented in the previous section is given in Fig. 3. It is implemented 
as a recursion. Since the search tree of models is traversed in a depth-first way, the 
value of b in Notation 3.2 is equal to 1 and the models M2 of Proposition 3.1 are the 
sets of the cover of Z. They are the models of length 1. 
Solving the second problem is done in exactly the same way except that the condition 
for stopping the descent down a branch depends now on the quorum constraint q 
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/* Input * / 
s = slsz...s~: a string of length n = concatenation of N sequences, 
sl,%...,sN 
s1, &, _._, s,: a cover c of c 
q: an integer between 2 and N that represents a quorum constraint 
k: a fixed length 
/* output */ 
All models M of length k that have instances in at least q of the 
sequences sl, ~2, . . . . sN 
/* Main data structures */ 
A4 = product of sets of C: implemented as an array of integers between 
1 and p 
SL(M) = set of occurrences of a mode1 M: implemented as a stack 
Models[i] = sets of C to which S, belongs: implemented as a stack 
ExtensionPossible = set of models that may be extended: implemen- 
ted as a stack 
I 
Main { 
for i E [l..n] 
for j E [l..p] { 
if (i E S,) 
SL(S,) = SL(Sj) u {i}; 
Model+] = Models(i] U S,; 
1 
for j E [l..p] 
if (SL(S,) verifies quorum of q) 
Explore(S]; 1; SL(S,)); 
Lplore(M, 1, SL(M)) { 
if (1 = k) 
store M and SL(IM); 
else { 
for (i E SL(M)) 
/* end of recursion */ 
/* body of recursion */ 
for (Ml E Models[i + 11) { 
SL(M!vfl) = SL(!vfMl) iJ {i}; 
ExtensionPossible = ExtensionPossible U {MI}; 
for (Ml E ExtensionPossible) 
if (SL(MM1) verifies quorum of q) 
Explore(MM1, 1 + 1, SL(MM1)): 
) 
Fig. 3. Poivre algorithm for solving Problem 1 
exclusively. In the implementation, the only thing that changes is that we need to add 
the following test before the first line of the Explore function: 
if (1 > k) { 
/ * a longer model has just been found * / 
discard models previously stored; 
k = 1; 
i. 
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Let us observe that what the Poivre algorithm produces is very similar to what is 
obtained by Soldano’s algorithm [26]. The main difference between the two concerns 
the fact that Soldano makes only an implicit use of models and of a cover, that this 
implicit cover is composed of maximal cliques of the alphabet (no set of the cover 
may therefore be contained in another) and that at each step of the algorithm a further 
test must be performed on the cliques of occurrences to eliminate those that are not 
maximal. The algorithm is also implemented in a KMR-like manner, that is, the length 
of the occurrences is always doubled. 
3.3. Time and space complexity 
We give the time complexity for a depth-first exploration of the search tree of all 
models. 
First, let us introduce a notation related to the cover C over which models are 
defined. 
Notation 3.3. Given a cover C of C, we note g the maximal number of sets of the 
cover of Z to which a symbol may belong. Formally: 
g = A4ax{gc, ] c1 E C, g1 = number of sets to which LX belongs}. 
Let s be a string of length n over Z and let u be a word of length k - 1 of s 
starting at position i. There are at most gk-’ models of length k - 1 of which i can 
be an SL-occurrence. Since there are n - k + 2 words of length k - 1 in s, the total 
number of elements in the sets Z(M) for all models M of length k - 1 is thus at most 
.gk-’ (each element corresponds to a position in s and is therefore represented by one 
integer). By a same reasoning, we obtain that the total number of elements in the sets 
SL(M’ = MM1 ) for Ml E C is at most ng k. So although in theory each node in the 
search tree of models could split into p branches where p is the number of sets in the 
cover, the total number of branches linking the nodes at level k - 1 with those at level 
k cannot exceed ngk. The idea is then to split each node not p times, corresponding 
to one for each set in the cover, but only the number of times required to account for 
the sets whose symbols are actually present in the sequences at the next positions of 
the instances. Using this idea, one can get to level k with at most ngk operations. The 
complete recurrence takes therefore nkgk operations. 
Poivre’s space complexity is O(nk) since only one model and all its prefixes need to 
be stored at any step in the algorithm. This represents at most k objects (all identified 
by a single array of size k), each one of which is associated with at most n instances 
(that is, n integers). 
As mentioned previously (Section 3.1), the only difference between a depth-first and 
a breadth-first exploration of the tree of models is that the second would allow us to 
transform the k factor in the time complexity of Poivre into a log k factor. Since k is 
in most practical situations quite small specially compared to n, this is a not a big loss. 
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The gain in space in the case where e = 0 is also relatively slight, as a breadth-first 
approach would require O(ngkk) space instead of O(nk). 
These values correspond to a worst-case scenario that would be observed if there 
existed one symbol of the alphabet that belonged to all elements of the cover and the 
string were composed of just that symbol. That situation is of course meaningless, and 
we may assume in fact that the value of g that really matters is instead something we 
note J and which represents the average value of gX for CI E C, that is: 
q = CA 
ICI 
Observe furthermore that the quorum constraint q was not at all taken into account 
although its effect on the actual time and space complexity of the algorithm can be 
great. 
In a more general way, we can say that the average complexity of Poivre is data- 
dependent, and showing the results experimentally obtained on real sequences is there- 
fore important. These results are given in the appendix. 
4. LePoivre 
4.1. Main diflerences with Poivre 
We present now the more general case where up to e > 0 errors (mismatches and 
gaps) are authorized between a model and its SL-occurrences. This is the LePoivre 
algorithm. The main differences with Poivre are: 
1. Given a model M, a position i of an occurrence of M in s may be associated 
with various triplets (d,,dd,di). Each one corresponds to an image u (some may be 
identical) and indicates a different combination of substitutions, deletions and insertions 
that permits to convert u into an instance of A4 in a minimal number of operations 
(let us recall that by convention, dd and di are the number of deletions and insertions 
performed on u - see Fig. 2). 
2. Given a model A4 of length k and its SL-occurrences, the length of the corre- 
sponding SL-images may vary between lMI - e and IMI + e. So when we pick an 
occurrence (i,d,,dd,di) of a model A4 of length k and try to extend the model to 
which it belongs, we cannot simply look at position i + k to see what is the next sym- 
bol in s as we did with Poivre. We have to take into account the fact that the image 
u corresponding to that occurrence (i,d,,dd,di) is such that 1~1 = k-shift, where shift 
= dd - di. 
3. When we juxtapose two SL-images u and u’ from models A4 and M’, respectively, 
all we know is that d~~(uu’,MM’) <ds~(u,M)+ds~(u’,M’) d e. We do not always have 
a strict equality. In dynamic programming terms, this means that the concatenation of 
two optimal paths does not necessarily produce an optimal path. What we can guarantee 
is that at least one concatenation does (Lemma 4.1 given below assures us of that). 
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So uu’ is indeed an SL-image of MM’. The SL-distance of uu’ to a nearest instance 
of MM’ is the minimal one among all those that are obtained. 
These considerations lead to a different, more complex algorithm, than Poivre. 
4.2. Algorithm 
As before, let s be a string of length n. Let also M,Mt,M2 be three models such that 
M = MIM2 and i E { 1,. . . ,iz - JMI + 1) a position in s. Lemma 3.1 of the previous 
section has now to be written in two parts that are no longer symmetrical. 
Lemma 4.1. 
3 ds,, dd,, di, ds,, dd2, di, such that 
(6 ds, ) dd, y di, ) E sL@fl), (i + IMlI - dd, + di, , d,, , d&, di, ) E SL(M2) 
and ds = d,, + d,,, dd = dd, + d&, di = di, + di,. 
Lemma 4.2. 
ciy dam 3 ddl 3 dig ) E SL(MI ), (i + [MI 1 - dd, + di, , d,, dd2, di, ) E sL(M2) 
and ds, + dd, + di, + d,, + dd2 + di, <e 
* 
(ipd~, + dSz,ddl + ddz>di, + diz) E SS(MlM2 = M) > sL(M) 
where SS(M) = ((6 d,, dd, di) I d, + dd + di de}. 
Again, the previous lemmas give a constructive property to build SL(M) from 
SL(Mt ) and SL(M2). Let us first introduce a notation, a filter operation and a special 
operation of intersection on the sets of SL-occurrences of two models Mt and M2. 
Notation 4.1. Given SL(M) a set of SL-occurrences, we note: 
W(M))-b = {(i,d,,&,di) I (i + hd,,&,di) E WM)}. 
This is simply the set obtained from SL(M) by subtracting b from each i in SL(M). 
Definition 4.1. Given a set S(M) = {(i,ds,dd,di) ) d, + dd + di <e}, we define the 
operation Filter(SS(M)) by: 
FiZter(SS(M)) 
{(i,d,,ddrdi) E SS(M) I d = d, + dd + di is a SL - distance}. 
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In other words: 
RlfU(SS(M)) 
{(&d,,d~d,) E SS(M) 1 d, + dd + dj d d; + d& + d;, V(i,d:,d&,d;) E S(M) 
with A& - dl = dd - di}. 
The last condition just expresses the fact that the two occurrences must have same 
length, therefore Ikf - dd + di = IMI - d& + d;. 
Definition 4.2. Given two sets of Z-occurrences SL(A4r ) and SL(& ), we define the 
operation fl,, by 
(t’ + &, - d,, , d,,, ddZ> d,: ) E =(M2), 
ds = ds, + d,,,dd = dd, + dd,,di = di, + di2 
and d, + dd + di de}. 
Then, from the lemmas, it comes: 
Proposition 4.1. XL(M) = Filtev(SL(M~ ) nsL SL(M2)_ iM, I). 
A general idea of the algorithm for solving Problem 1 is given in Fig. 4. The 
modification that must be performed on it to deal with Problem 2 is similar to the one 
indicated for Poivre at the end of Section 3.2. 
4.3. LePoivre’s time and space complexity 
The time complexity of LePoivre is calculated for the case where the search tree 
is explored in a depth-first way. Again, the difference with a breadth-first approach 
concerns just a k factor that would be transformed into a log k. 
We start as in Poivre by calculating the total number of elements in the sets X(M) 
for all models M of length k - 1. 
Let s be a string of length n over C and let i be a position in s. Given three values 
d,, dd and di such that d, + dd + di d e, we first calculate the maximum number 
N ,,& of models of length k - 1 of which (i,d,,dd,di) can be an SL-occurrence. Let 
u be the SL-image corresponding to (i,d,, dd, di). Noting shzyt = dd - di and p the 
number of sets in the cover of C, we have Nmod & Ci x C2 x Cs x CJ where: 
0 c, =g k-’ is the number of products of sets a word of length k - 1 may belong 
to (they correspond to the maximal number of ‘matches’, positions where an error 
does not occur); 
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/* Input */ 
e: the maximal number of errors allowed 
The remaining as for Poivre 
/* output */ 
All models M of length k that have occurrences in at least q of the 
sequences 
/* Main data structures */ 
Models[i] = sets of C to which occurrence i belongs, together with 
the number of substitutions, deletions and insertions between the 
occurrence and a nearest element of the set: implemented as a stack 
The remaining as for Poivre 
Main { 
for i E [l..n] 




Si(Sj) = Lx($) u {(i,O,O,O)}; 
Model+] = Model@] U (Sj, O,O, 0); 
SL(Sj) = SL(Sj) u {(i,l,O,O)} u {(i,O,l,O)} u 
((4 0,0,1)); 
Modeb[i] = Models[i] U (Sj, I,O,O) U (Sj,O, I,O) 
U (0,0,0,1); 
for j E [l..p] 
if (SL(j) verifies quorum of q) 
Explore(Sj, 1, SL(S,)); 
!3xplore(M, 1, SL(M)) { 
if (1 = k) /* end of recursion */ 
store iM and SL(M); 
else { /* body of recursion */ 
for ((i,d,,dd,di) E SUM)) 
for ((Ml,d’,,di,d:) E Models[i+l -dd +di]) 
if (d’, + di + di f d, + dd + d, 5 e) { 
SS(MMi) = SS(MMi) u 
((6 d, + d:, dd + d&, di + d;)}; 
ExtensionPossible = ExtensionPossible u 
for (Mi E ExtensionPossible) 
if (SL(MMi) = Filter(SS(MMi)) verifies quorum of q) 
Explore(MMi, 1 + ] Ml I, SL(MMi)); 
1 
1 
Fig. 4. LePoivre algorithm for solving Problem 1. 
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l c, = 
k - 1 - shift 
ds > 
.(p - l)ds accounts for the number of substitutions; 
l c3 = 
k - 1 - shift - d, 
di 
accounts for the number of insertions once the substi- 
tutions ‘have been considered; 
l C4=Add 
k-l-shfd dd accounts for the number of deletions where we have 
AE 1--shift = 
(k - 1 - shift)! 
(k - 1 - shift - dd)! 
(as it is just locations that matter in the case of deletions, they are undiscernable 
events). 
Observe that factor Cl is overvalued (it corresponds in fact to e = 0) and the same 
is true of factor C2 for g > 1 because in that case a symbol in u may belong to more 
than one set of the cover. 
Simplifying and majoring N,&, we obtain that N,,,,,d is at most: 
(k - 1 - shift)!(k - 1 - shift - d,)!(k - 1 - shvt)! e k-l 
(k- 1 -shiftdd,)!(k- 1 -shift-d,-d,)!(k- 1 -shifi-dd)!” . 
That is: 
N mod d kd,+d,+dd pegk- 1 
and so 
N mod<k”p”gk-‘. 
We now have to consider the number of possible triplets (d,,dd,di) for a given 
position i. Let u be a SL-image of model M starting at position i. The length of u 
can vary between [MI - e and [MI + e only, a total of 2e + 1 possibilities. For each 
such image, let us note e’ its Set-Levenshtein distance from the model. Whatever triplet 
(d,,dd,di) is associated with U, we must have d,+dd+d; = e’ and dd-di = IMI-- lul = 
c where c is a constant. So dd = e’+c-d,/2 and there cannot be more than \(e + 1)/2J 
such triplets associated with U. There can then be at most L(e + 1)/2] .(2e+ 1) elements 
(d,v,dd,d,) for which d, + dd +di represents a Set-Levenshtein distance between u and 
model M. Let us note however that, if we are concerned only with finding the models 
and their occurrences not in exactly aligning these objects, then two occurrences located 
at the same position i in s, having same length and presenting the same minimum total 
number of errors against a model can be considered as equivalent although they may 
differ in the specific number of substitutions, deletions and insertions they present 
against the model. In this case, we need only consider, for each position i,(2e + 1) 
possible occurrences. 
A position i may therefore be an SL-occurrence of at most (2e + 1 )kepegkS1 models 
of length k - 1. Considering there are n positions in s, the total number of elements in 
the sets SL(M) for all models M of length k- 1 is thus at most n(2e+ 1 )k”p”gk-’ (each 
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element is identified by four integers corresponding to i, d,, dd and di respectively). 
We note this number N,,,. 
We follow now a slightly different reasoning from the one used for Poivre to de- 
termine the total number of branches that must be tried to get to the nodes at level 
k and therefore the number of operations needed to reach that level. As errors are 
permitted, each node at level k - 1 must now be split into p branches, we can no 
longer do it just the number of times required to account for the sets whose symbols 
are actually present in the sequences at the next positions of the occurrences. Each 
element of Z(M) may then be extended in relation to p models, and it may do so in 
at most e + 2 different ways (corresponding to either a match, one more deletion or 
up to e new insertions). This results in no more than N,,,(e+2)p operations (filtering 
excluded) to construct the models of length k from those of length k - 1 (note that 
the actual number of nodes at level k may be something smaller than the number of 
operations needed to get there). 
Finally, if the elements of ,X(M) are kept permanently ordered (that ordering follows 
naturally from the way operations are applied to the sets S&V)), the filtering operation 
can then be performed on the fly without adding to the complexity (using an array of 
size (2e + 1) of integers where the best scores found for each position i and length 1~1 
are kept). 
Since we need to visit k levels LePoivre’s total time complexity is then O(n(e + 
2)(2e + 1 )k”+’ pef’gk). 
LePoivre’s space complexity is O(nk(2e + 1)) in the implementation we adopted. 
A breadth-first exploration of the tree of models would require O(n(2e + l)kepegk) 
space. 
Again here, a worst-case situation would be met if there existed a symbol that 
belonged to all sets of C and the string s were composed of just that symbol. Note 
also that once more, the quorum constraint q is not taken into account in the value 
given for the complexity of LePoivre. Experimental results indicating the execution 
times obtained in real situations with varying parameters are therefore given in the 
appendix. 
4.4. Variants of LePoivre 
4.4.1. Motivation 
The LePoivre algorithm given above allows us to solve the problems stated at the 
end of Section 2. From a practical point of view however, the definition of the problems 
as it was given there may appear too broad in the sense that what we find when we 
solve it may include cases that are not very significant. 
For instance, all the errors of an occurrence against its model may appear at the 
end of both. This may be biologically not very satisfying and can lead us to introduce 
constraints on the way the errors between a model and its occurrences are distributed. 
In particular, we can easily modify LePoivre so that this distribution is uniform. This 
produces a first variant of LePoivre. 
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On the other hand, a model may occur at least q times in the sequences yet never 
be instantiated (i.e. never occur with 0 errors) in any of them. In the particular case of 
a database search, it may be biologically interesting to ask that a model be instantiated 
at least in the query sequence. This gives a second variant of the algorithm. Of course, 
both variants may be combined. 
4.4.2. First variant 
This is the variant with a uniform distribution of errors. In this case, given a model 
M and any one of its images u, we ask that every submodel of length 1< lM 1 of M 
have at most a fixed number f < e of errors with the corresponding subword of u, 
that is, at most a total of f substitutions, deletions or insertions with that subword. 
When M is extended into model M’ = MM1 with MI E C, the corresponding extended 
word u’ = ux with TX E C may therefore no longer be an image of M’ if TX 6 MI and 
u presented ,f errors with the last I - 1 positions of M. In terms of implementation, 
what changes is that we need now to keep for each image u the positions (relatively 
to the model M) of the last f errors in U. 
For instance, for f = 1, a single additional integer value must be stored with each 
occurrence. This value - let us note it w - is incremented at each extension of an 
image against a model while no errors are introduced. When an image u cannot be 
extended against a model M’ = MM, without allowing for one more error, we check 
that w > 1. If that is the case, and if the total number of errors of u against M is 
less than e, then the extension of u is an occurrence of M’ and w is set equal to 0 
again. 
4.4.3. Second variant 
As observed, we may obtain models that are never SL-present in s with 0 errors, that 
is, that possess only SL-images with errors. In this variant, we ask that each model M 
have at least one occurrence i whose corresponding image u E M, i.e. is an instance 
of M in s. To verify this we need only to keep a flag in the body of the recursion in 
function Explore that indicates whether SL(MM1) contains at least one occurrence for 
which the number of its errors against MM1 is equal to 0. If it does, MM, is a valid 
model. 
This constraint can considerably reduce the search space of models, and so speed 
up the algorithm execution time. The speed up will be the greater the more errors we 
allow between a model and its occurrences. 
5. Perspectives 
Covers and models allow for a clean definition of local multiple comparison and the 
algorithms presented in this paper provide exact solutions for the problem of finding 
blocks of similar segments in a set of sequences with reasonable performing times. 
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One problem that remains to be solved to satisfaction is what to do with the results 
once we get them. The list of common segments may be informative in itself, but it 
has to be presented in a nice way if it is to be of any practical use. If, however, one 
wishes to use this list to produce a multiple alignment of the sequences, so far only 
heuristical approaches to solve this problem have been proposed [16,17,28]. A classic 
approach uses a divide-and-conquer technique: it starts by aligning the sequences on the 
most significant block and then the operation is repeated on both sides of this selected 
block (a sequence where the block does not appear is cut at the site presenting the 
least deviation from the locations of the block in the sequences where it is found). 
The optimal placing of the blocks identified by a multiple comparison algorithm is 
of course an NP-complete problem, but improvements to it may still be realized. The 
question of how to evaluate the significance of a block is also an open one when 
errors, specially gaps, are allowed and is being currently investigated. 
As observed in the introduction, the units of comparison on which the definition 
of multiple comparison given in this paper is based are the symbols of the alphabet, 
and we may wish for a greater degree of fuziness. We may therefore want to define a 
relation of similarity based on words instead of symbols. 
Finally, it is possible to consider using the algorithm given here for scanning se- 
quence databases from a multiple comparison point of view. Work on this is still under 
way. 
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Appendix 
We present some experimental results on the performance of Poivre and LePoivre 
on biological data. In all experiments, we used the following cover of the alphabet of 
amino acids: 
Si = {A, C, G, S, T} - tiny 
S2 = {A, C, D, G,N, S, T, V} - small 
Ss = {F, H, W, Y} - aromatic 
s4 = {KLLW 
S5 = {K,R, H} - basic 
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Ss = {QE} - acidic 
S, = {Q,N} - amide 
Ss = {P} - proline 
This cover is strongly inspired on the clustering proposed by Taylor [27] which is 
based on the physicochemical properties of the amino acids. Observe that this is a 
cover of C in the sense defined in Section 2.2. In particular, this does not represent a 
partition of C nor maximal cliques of a relation. 
Concerning the sequences, we chose a set of 38 biologically related proteins from the 
nitrogenase family, namely the alpha and beta chains of component 1 [ 191. Nitrogenase 
is an oligomeric complex responsible for the fixation of nitrogen. This family contains 
at least two known consensus patterns (Prosite PSO0699 and PSOO90). One of them 
constitutes the active site and was already used in the example of Fig. 1. Finally, the 
proteins lengths are homogeneous, around 500 residues (range: 441-533). 
Experiment 1. The first experiment concerns problem 1, that is, finding all models of 
a given length k that occur on a quorum q of the input sequences. 
Fig. 5 displays the CPU times obtained on a Silicon Graphics Indigo Workstation 
(R4000). k is fixed to 5 and the number of input sequences is increased from 2 to 
38. The quorum is kept at lOO%, the models are therefore requested to occur in all 
sequences. Variation of the CPU time with the quorum will be described later on. 
Because of the homogeneity of the sequences lengths, the X coordinate is practically 
proportional to 12, the sum of the lengths of the input sequences. The plots are given for 
Poivre (Fig. 5(a)) and LePoivre with 1 and 2 errors (Figs. 5(b) and (c)). As expected, 
the running time is linear in n and increases quickly with the number of errors allowed. 
However, the increase is less than expected from the worst-case scenario discussed in 
the text. For k = 5 and p = 8, the ratio of the CPU times for 0 and 1 error or for 1 
and 2 errors is in theory bounded by kp[(e + 3)(2e + 3)]/[(e + 2)(2e + l)] = 180 and 
slightly less than 100, respectively. The observed ratios are actually 50 and slightly 
more than 10. 
We then show in Fig. 6 how the execution time of the algorithm varies when we 
fix the number of sequences to 6, the quorum to 100% and ask for increasingly longer 
lengths of models (between 3 and 18). 
Experiment 2. The second experiment concerns Problem 2, that is, finding the models 
of greatest length km,,. Fig. 7(a) gives the CPU times obtained for e = 1 under the 
same conditions as in the previous experiment. At least for a sufficient number of 
input sequences (around lo), the behavior is still linear in 12. The reason for this can 
be seen in Fig. 7(b) which displays the value of the greatest length found &,, versus 
the number of sequences. km,, q uickly decreases and tends to a constant value (km,, 
z 10) for a sufficient number of sequences. 
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Poivre 




number of sequences 
(b) 
number of sequences 
(4 
Fig. 5. Experiment 1: execution time x number of sequences. 
Finally, as quorums of less than 100% may be desired in some biological applica- 
tions, we also give in Fig. 8 the CPU times obtained by fixing the number of sequences 
to 20, the maximum number of errors to 1 and by making this time q vary between 
50% and 100% with a step of 5%, looking for all models of greatest length. That 
length ranged from 16 (q = 50%) to 10 (q = 100%). 
All these curves can be combined to obtain an estimation of the execution time for 
any values of parameters e, q, k and number of sequences. 
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number of 
q = 100% 
LePoivre 
(1 error) 
sequences = 6 
length k 
Fig. 6. Experiment 1: execution time x length. 
k = kmax 






IO :, l OOO~OOOOO- 
8’,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, , ,- 
number of sequences 
(b) 
Fig. 7. Experiment 2: execution time x number of sequences for longest length and longest length x number 
of sequences. 
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number of sequences = 20 
k = kmax 
LePoivre 
(1 error) 
Fig. 8. Experiment 2: execution time x quorum for longest length. 
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